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Lincoln High School
7425 Willis Road
Ypsilanti Michigan
48197
There are hundreds of high schools in the state of Michigan. Maybe a lot of other people haven't heard of Lincoln. Maybe they don't know where Lincoln is or what we're all about.

But, Lincoln isn't just a place; it's a home, a security blanket that many graduates are afraid of leaving behind.

High school is a time of growth, both physical and emotional. Lincoln gives us the tools by which to grow, learn and become who we were meant to be.

What sets Lincoln aside from other schools? There are the obvious: the location, the staff, the classes and activities and, of course, the corn. But the biggest difference that separates Lincoln from other schools is the same thing that makes us similar to other schools---US!
Once upon a time in the magical kingdom of Willis there was an enchanted castle. Within the castle there lived a large group of royal persons. In the kingdom lived the underclassmen who worked to reach royal acceptance just like the lords and ladies.

King McDougall and his noble people kept the kingdom together and running well. They ruled over all of the other people in the land. They were the ones who kept the subjects of the land under control by making laws and enforcing them. Under the King were other royal persons such as princes, princesses, dukes, duchesses, lords and ladies.

The princes and princesses carried out the King’s wishes. They lived in several areas of the kingdom in order to govern the castle. These loyal subjects normally ran the castle with their daily duties and other activities.

The dukes and duchesses carried out Prince Vrettas wishes by teaching the lords, ladies and underclassmen the necessary things to adapt to life in the kingdom.

The dukes and duchesses strived to teach important things such as knowledge, morals and wisdom. They did this through teaching, which they performed with much joy. When the lords, ladies and underclassmen failed to obey the laws of the castle; they were reprimanded with the possibility of having to go to the dungeon for a period of time (388). These subjects don’t wish to return to the dungeon so they try to behave from that point on.

The lords and ladies of the kingdom always trying to better themselves, they are on their way to a bigger and better place in the kingdom. The lords and ladies do not want to stay behind in the kingdom; but they are scared to move on and leave the world that they are familiar with.

The underclassmen are the spine of the kingdom. They supported the royalty through hard work and cooperation. Without the underclassmen, the royal entourage would cease to exist. They made the kingdom more lively, creating a daily life filled with surprises.

The people of the kingdom all live together in hopes of living happily ever after.
Student Life
The people within the kingdom have many interesting activities to occupy their free time. As many can see these activities range from a fierce fight to win a friendly game, to leisure activities of drawing and reading. Many cheer on others and bask in the fun and exhilaration to become closer to one another.

All these people, whether big or small, are very special. They are each unique in their own way and for that we appreciate them greatly.
WHAT'S

IN

GIRBAUD
NIKE
RAP & R&B
DR. DRE
FREAK
MUSTANG
LONG, FLAT TOP
ANN ARBOR
MERRY GO ROUND
CHI-CHIS
TACO BELL
REN & STIMPY
YOU GO GIRL

OUT

JEANS
SHOES
MUSIC STYLE
MUSIC GROUP
DANCE STYLE
CAR
HAIR STYLE
HANGOUT
STORE
RESTAURANT
FAST FOOD
CARTOON
SAYING

USED
CONVERSE
HEAVY METAL
MADONNA
BREAK DANCE
PINTO
SHORT, SPIKED
MALL
KMART
PONDAROSA
MCDONALD'S
SIMPSONS
NOT
FAVORITES

ETERNITY & OBSESSION
BRIDGET FONDA
WESLEY SNIPES
FREAK ME
HOME IMPROVEMENT
DRAKKAR
DR. DRE THE CHRONIC

SEVENTEEN
A FEW GOOD MEN
DEMI MOORE
MARTIN
MICKEY MOUSE
This is because every hour of the day is spent on the beach, either laying out in the sun getting fried or playing volleyball with your new friends. When the sun goes down the fun is only beginning. It's time to go to the room to shower and apply lots of aloe; then out to have some fun.

The night life on Spring Break is incredible. There are so many things to do that it's impossible to do all of them in just one night. Dancing, driving down the strip or just staying in the hotel, the kids on Spring Break are sure to have an exciting vacation!

During the month of April the upperclassmen of Lincoln start to pack up to leave for one of the best vacations of their lives, Spring Break. It doesn't matter where they plan on going as long as it will be sunny and lots of kids are around to meet. Spring Break is a time to get away from the pressures at school, at home or at the students' part-time jobs.

Janice Murninghan, Kerin Goedert, Sarah Riddle and Tracy Witten can teach us a few things about partying after returning from Daytona!

Jennifer Mason picked up a hot babe to party with over her Spring Break at Disney World in Florida!
"I went to Myrtle Beach for Spring Break, I think, and I still have a splitting headache," said Mike Andrews, a Senior who knows how to party!

Who is that making fools of themselves in Daytona Beach during Spring Break 1993?
At Lincoln High many students take time out of their lives to work. Various reasons for working are various and not all students that work have to. Most of the students like their jobs and don’t mind working. The students’ jobs vary from fast food to working in a department store. Some jobs have a very high turnover rate and the students do not stay with that job for long. Minimum wage is $4.25 and of all of the students interviewed most of them make over that. In some of the jobs that the students have they say that they can wear casual clothing and only a few have to wear uniforms. But of course the students working at the fastfood restaurants that we all visit occasionally have to wear a uniform. Some students can not keep a job and have had up to six different jobs during high school. That’s o.k. as long as they’re having fun. When we think of having a job not many think of it as fun and games. But, when interviewed some students showed that making a little extra money can add to a certain spark into a splinter’s life.
Janice Muminghan likes her job at Thomas and Thomas because she can go in anytime that she wants and she can wear almost anything that she wants. She works on a computer and files things. The disc jockeys that she works for go to weddings and dances.

Brian Hinderer is a lifeguard in Saline and he meets a lot of people.

Kandy Styrk does office work at an automotive firm. She likes it because it pays good and she gets anytime off that she needs.

Junior representative Bobby Francis with escort, Tina Adkins.

Steve Johnson shooting for an easy two points.

HEAR YE, HEAR YE, we give you king, Lakeya Richardson.
Kevin Cofield, with escort, dance the night away.

"HELP, our feet hurt!"

The "Three Musketeers" spend another crazy moment together.

"SHOULD'VE BEEN A RAILSPITTER, WHOO, WHOO" AIR BALL, AIR BALL, Scott Chatfield blocks a two point shot.

Brian Hinderer and Karen Karenko dance the night away.

Kori Isaac. Anaela Morris, Tracy Zywicki, Sara Smallwood, Julie Stegich, and Cherie Burton cheesin' for the camera.

Kevin Cofield, with escort.
The Dukes and Duchesses work their magic to prepare students for their tough battles ahead. Whether it's a problem on your homework or with your locker, the staff is here to support the students through their studies.

We've had a few changes to the administration this year. Mr. Thomas L. McDougall entered the Lincoln community as our new Superintendent. Dr. William H. Harrison joined him as the Assistant Superintendent.

Dr. Arthur T. Vrettas as Principal and Mr. Raymond F. Jones as Assistant Principal continue their reign here at the high school.

Duke Moran peeks out the door to see who's supposed to be in class.

While scanning the hallway, Prince Vrettas catches us roaming the halls.

Duke Sarkett shows his great enthusiasm in grading papers. Doesn't it look fun?

Time out for a quick picture. Smile, Duchess Markiewicz!
Duchess Folks looks upon her class hoping that they'll finish their work.

Duke Manning helps to put the finishing touches on the new school crest.

Duchess Anuskiewicz didn't think anyone was looking. She thought wrong.

Duke Andon looks like he's having fun teaching aerobics.

We surprised Duchess Briggman during her Prep hour. Hey There!

You can always find teachers hard at work in the teacher's workroom. Right, Duke Mulka?
Superintendent
Mr. Thomas L. McDougal

Business Manager
Ms. Joan Tucker

Assistant Superintendent
Dr. William H. Harrison
Assistant Principal
Mr. Raymond F. Jones

Principal
Dr. Arthur T. Vrettas

Counselor
Mr. Sines

Director of Community Education and Public Relations
Mr. David Storey

Counselor
Ms. Kish
Mr. Zrioka
Social Studies

"NO COMMENT!"
Mr. Zrioka

Mr. McCarty
Math

Mr. Stearn
Math

Ms. Hanskncat
Special Education

Ms. Markiewicz
Typing
"Happiness is not a matter of good fortune or worldly possessions. It is a mental attitude. It comes from appreciating what we have, instead of being miserable about what we don't have. It's so simple --- yet so hard for the human mind to comprehend." Mr. Breilein

"I am grateful for the opportunity to be at Lincoln. The students here are honest and open and willing to meet the challenges of a 90's education. Despite their often complicated lives, they not only survive, they thrive. As the graduates pursue their aspiration I wish them well."

Mr. Manning

"If you can dream it, you can become it."

Mr. Wright

Mr. Manning

Ms. J. Harris
English

Mr. Wright
Athletic Director and Physical Education

Ms. Bates
History and English
"When does 20 Newtons plus 20 Newtons NOT EQUAL 40 Newtons?"  Ms. Betrus

"Keep on keeping on"  Mrs. Wizgird

"I learned this, at least, by my experiment; that if one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours."

(H. D. Thoreau)  Mr. Moran
"It doesn't matter if the water is cold or warm if you're going to have to wade through it anyway." Mr. Welch
Mrs. Wilson
physical Education

Mr. McGehee
Choir

Ms. Gutierrez
Special Education

"Life's a song, and you are the composer."
Mr. McGehee

"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door."
(Milton Berle)
Ms. Gutierrez

"Use libraries and say yes to know."
Dr. Gordon

Dr. Gordon
Library

Mr. Nuzzo
Technology

Mr. Hubbard
Art
Ms. Andrada
English and Yearbook

"What you are is God's

gift to you. What you

make of yourself is your
gift to God."

(Anonymous)

Mrs. Andrada

Mrs. Gunther
Special Education

"In past survivors were

those who could cope

with hardship....

In the future survivors

will be those who can

cope with change...."

Mr. Nuzzo

Mr. Bargardi
Computers

Mrs. C. Harris
Health

Ms. Hill
Math
Mr. Andon
Science and Physical Education

Ms. Folks
French

Ms. Briggman
Math

Mr. Proffitt
Social Studies

Mrs. Sullivan
Special Education

"Merry Christmas!"
Mr. Harrell
Custodians

Mr. Neumann at work
Mrs. Jewell, Laundress


Mrs. Kremkow, Vice Principal's Secretary

Community Education Secretary Linda Leonard

Community Ed Secretary, Charlene Renaud

Mrs. Penley, Main Office Secretary

Community Education Secretary Helen Nafranowicz

Mrs. Brabrant, Library Secretary
SENIOR BELIEFS AND BUDDIES

Stephanie Lorraine Kittle
"Always remember your dreams because one day they'll all come true." Marching Band 1,2,3, Co-op 4, Concert Band 1,2,3, Swimming 1, Diving 1.

Sarah Riddle
"The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in a person's determination." J.V. Cheerleading 1, V. Cheerleading 2,3,4, S.A.D.D., Spanish 1,2.

Nicole Thomas
"Put all your effort and strength into tomorrow for yesterday is over and never again." Spanish Club 1, Track 1, S.A.D.D. 1,2, Football Cheerleader 1,2,3,4, Basketball Cheerleader 1,2,3,4, Class Officer, Vice President 2,3,4

Heather Rich
"Follow your dreams and never be afraid to take a step towards what you want to do in life." Band 1,2,3,4, General Choir 3, Select Choir 4, Key club 3, Musical 3, Drum Major 3,4, Powderpuff 3,4, Spanish Club 3.

Jennifer Athan
"Never let anyone stand in the way of your dreams. Reach for them and make them all come true." Choir 2,3,4, Newspaper 4, Counselors Aide 4.

Earl Robert (Bob) Reynolds
"When all is dark we are all the same so why in the light must we be so different?" All technology fieldtrips and projects.

Lori Alliston
"If you take things in stride, one thing at a time, nothing will ever stand in your way."

Tim Diette
"Respect others and believe in yourself."
The last year of high school, “Senior Year”, the year that all students wait for and expect to be the best. The class of 1993 is making this their best year. Partying, class participation, and school spirit are just some of the ways they show it.

The first day of school this year was a lot different than our freshman year. That first day a million different feelings were going through most people’s minds.

“I was scared on the first day, I thought I was going to get a swirly,” said Scott Walter.

This year the seniors are ready to rule the school and kind of excited about the beginning of their last year.

“I could not sleep the night before because of all the thoughts running through my head and I was very excited,” said Kerin Goedert.

“To me it seemed like the same old thing, same school, same teachers, but we were Seniors,” exclaimed Michelle Stokes.

Homecoming was the seniors’ time to shine! With the winning of their hallway which had a theme of the 60’s, and then the winning of the total spirit week competition, they had reason to be excited.

Next come Cominghome, Prom, and finally, Graduation, the happiest and saddest day of our high school years.

Good Luck to the Class of 1993. The best is yet to come!

After finding out that the seniors won their hallway the cheerleaders and some fans show how excited they are and that they are glad all the hard work paid off! Great job SENIORS!!
Lord Ryan Hlobuk tries to heal Lady Jennifer Perkins' war wound from the Powder Puff War.
Our knight in shining armor, Lord Damon Purnoy punts the ball for the needed extra points.
For not only being my favorite teacher, but for also being helpful through times when your students needed you, I'll always hold in my heart the trips the Select Choir has taken and you for making them possible.

Thanks again,
Kathi Fingerle
For students their second home is their lockers. A locker can tell a lot about a person and their room at home. Just like a room, a locker can be decorated. Some of the items that students decorate with are wallpaper, magazine clippings, or photographs. Looking in the locker you can see what a person's favorite television show is, who their favorite actor or actress is, or what kind of music is liked. After students are done decorating their locker, other always like to stop and admire the new pictures or other decorations so they can see how they can decorate theirs.

"I have my locker decorated with a lot of Luke Perry and Beverly Hills 90210. I love looking at him every time I have to go in my locker," said Nicole Thomas.

Most lockers contain everything a student needs for the school day and some things not needed. There can be anything from books to coats to food in a locker.

"I share my locker with Kim Kibilko, the top of the locker is real neat and the the bottom is messy. Lockers tell a lot about someone's personality," said Janice Murnighan.
One of the most memorable moments in high school for me has to be decorating the hallways for Home Coming and Coming Home. We always worked so hard as a class to have the best hallway. It was fun working together and almost staying at school the whole night. That when you looked down our hallway, when it was all done, we were so happy that all our hard work paid off!

Sarah Riddle

Lord Eric Frazier and Lady Darla Queen show that royalty is not always stiff and proper; they can have fun too!
Having tons of fun at a dance Ladies Linda Russell, Amy Barbae, Kerin Goedert and Lord Josh Schooley stop to pose for a picture.
The best time I had in high school was Spring Break my junior year. We got to go by ourselves to Myrtle Beach. It was a whole new atmosphere and we got to have freedom. It also was nice not having my mom around.

John Burnison
ARTHUR TACKETT
SARAH TALLEY

NICOLE TAVARES
ALEYA TAYLOR

Learning strategic moves for war, Lords Jody Harr

TAMARA THARPE
NICOLE THOMAS
TOMARA THOMAS

JAMES THOMPSON

MICHAEL THOMPSON
RACHEL WALDROP
TAMMY WALKER
SCOTT WALTER
and Jason Carlton turn around for a quick smile.

Lord Chad Bellers watches as his ball flies to the hole.
Lady Michelle Stokes smiles as she says, "Now I'm in for some bad luck!"

Lady Aleya Taylor on her "throne" as she waves to the camera.

Showing off her new Christmas outfit, Kathy Fingerle still likes to show off for an audience.

Looking very patriotic, Lady Allison Pierce poses for the camera.
WHEN . . . .?

Right: Lady Melissa Kulback shows off her best smile as a baby and now. Left: Lady Jennifer Glenn with short hair? We never thought it was possible!

Above: Never stopped eating after all these years, Jason Lewis shows off his chubby cheeks! Right: With her new crown on Lady Maria Curns scoots around the room.

We'd never see Phil Carter asleep now! Doesn't he look like an angel?
Phil Carter
"Whatever you do, do it with your heart." V. Wrestling 1,2,3,4 J.V. Football 1, V. Football 2,3,4

Amber Chavis
"Follow your dreams and your heart and you'll be sure to go far." General Choir 1, Select Choir 2,3,4 Yearbook 4

Dan Faulkner
"We were not put on this planet to see through one another, but also to see one another through." Wrestling 1,2,3,4, Marching Band 1,2,3,4, Band Council V.P., 4.

Marla Ann Curns
"Follow your dreams to the fullest and never put yourself down." Band 1,2,3,4, Key Club 3.

Scott Beard
"Live each day as if it was your last". Wrestling 1,2,3 Golf 4, S.A.D.D 2, Band 1,2,3,4, Band Council 2,3,4.

Azezeh Salem
"Wherever life may take us, the world can never split us apart." S.A.D.D 3 N.H.S 12, Musical 1, Plays 2, Sophomore Class President, Junior Class Secretary, Senior Class Secretary.

Monty Gravseth
"The sky's the limit." Wrestling 2,3 Football 3,4, S.A.D.D 2,3,4.

Chris Greene
"There are no shortcuts to any place worth going." Baseball 1,2,4, Newspaper 4.

Melissa Cooper
"I do not fear tomorrow, because we have seen yesterday and are living for today." Spanish Club 2,3,4, S.A.D.D 4.

Allison Pierce
"Don't change for anyone, only yourself." General Choir 1, Select Choir 2,3,4, N.H.S 4 Newspaper (Editor in Chief)

Heather Curtis
"Life isn't about the choices that you face, it's about living with the decisions you make." Swimming 1,2,3,4-Captain Senior Year, Volleyball 2, S.A.D.D. 1,2,3,4-President Senior Year, French Club 1,2,3,4, N.H.S. 3,4.

Jennifer Ann Glenn
"Ten tiny words of power: If it is to be, it is up to me." Choir 1, Choir Director's Aide 2, N.H.S 3,4 Yearbook 4.

Scott Reitan
"If you ever want to see a rainbow, you have to stand a little rain." French Club 1,2,3,4, Swimming 3, Band 1,2,. 

Kathi Fingerle
"Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don't walk behind me, I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my friend." Select Choir 1,2,3,4, Yearbook 4

To: Cindy Nelson;
I leave you my 5.0 so you can drive down Hitchingham!!!
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! Here are the mock election winners for the class of 1993. These exclusive photos were taken by the noble year book staff.

DARING DRIVERS: JASON L. WILLIAMS & MELISSA KULBACK

BEST PERSONALITY: BILL RENNER & MELISSA KULBACK

LOOKING DAPPER: MAYUR PATEL & LAKEYA RICHARDSON

CLASS COUPLE: JOHN ZYWICKI & JENNIFER ATHAN
BIG SKIPPERS!!: CHRIS GREEN (not pictured) & KIM KIBLKO

CLASS BIG MOUTHS: DAMON PURIFOY & CHERI BONDIE

TEACHERS' PETS: MAYUR PATEL & JANICE MURNIGHAN

FLIRTING FRIENDS: RYAN HILOBUK & KERIN GOEDERT

OH! THOSE SMILES: BRAD SANCHO & TRACY WITTEN

BEST LOOKING: KEVIN LAMBERT & JENNIFER MASON
MOST ATHLETIC: NATHAN LEONARD & CASSANDRA RICHARDSON

TINY TERRORS: TINA ADKINS & ANTHONY EADDY

BEST EYES: ROBERT SUNDY & KANDY STYRK

DIZZIEST: PHILLIP CARTER & AMY BARBEE
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED: ROBERT SUNDY & CASSANDRA RICHARDSON

SO SHY: JEFFERY GILLAY & JENNIFER GLENN

JUST CLOWNING AROUND: MELVIN WILEY & KANDY STYRK

TOO TALL: BRENT STALLWORTH & LINDA RUSSELL
Underclassmen
Division
Juniors
Donnelle Evanski, Tracy Zywicki, Julie Steglich, and Jenny Hustyi are working hard to decorate the Juniors award winning hallway.

Sonja Adkins
Mandy Albrecht

Brad Andresen
Tiffani Arbogast

Ben Bailey
Brian Bailey
Shawn Black
Ryan Blakemore
Christopher Bolden

Alicia Bondie
Nacole Booth
Robbie Bower
Jamie Bowling
Jody Braun

Norma Bricker
Aaron Brink
Cherie Burton
Joseph Burton
Heather Cameron

Joanna Capaldi
Teea Caples
Eric Carlson
Christie Carter
Jaime Chandler
Robert Francis cheers on the Juniors during the pep rally. The rest of the crowd is participating in their own way.

Dorian Held
Lei Hill
Brian Hinderer
Shannon Howard
Shari Howard

Duane Hunter
Jennifer Hustyi
Jason Jacob
Sabrina Jared
Jason Jeross

Erik Johnson
Dannie Jones
Karen Karenko
Jean Kegerreis
Sean Kelly

Alan Knox
Charles Knox
Tom Kulback
Jacob Kulhanek
Jacob Laforest
Monisha Dodson is distracted by our nosy camera as her and Donnelle Evanski are putting up the Junior’s hallway for spirit week.

Karen Karenko, Jenny Hustyi, and Kelli Woodard are gossiping about guys and cutting out decorations for spirit week.

Ken Lawson
Stephen Linton
Ken Mango
Christopher Manning
Joe Manson

Yvonne Mattice
April McComb
Matt McCoy
Jonathan Mickievicius
Kevin Miskell

Colby Moorer
Angela Morris
Jennifer Moyer
Kelly Moyle
Dionne Mullens

Brandon Mutschler
Brian Mutschler
Mike Nagle
Cynthia Nelson
Aaron Norman
Torri Oats
Kristen Ora
Rachel Ortiz
Chad Parson
Ashis Patel

Israel Penner
Lori Pinter
Robert Pinter
Denise Pociask
Joseph Raney

Brad Reed
Thomas Richardson
Glenn Rowe
Krista Rusak
Andrea Sakall

Jeremy Schmidt
Jennifer Scramstad
Angie Searl
Liberty Seaver
Barb Shankle

Kelly Shock
James Shukait
Sara Smallwood
Bethany Smith
Bill Smith

Jason Smith
Jennifer Smith
Larry Smith
Marlett Smith
Timothy Solars
Jenny Scramstad shows her school spirit during spirit week. This is what she looks like when she just wakes up. Arrrrhhh!

Thomas Spencer
Julie Steglich

Tracy Stephens
Ericka Stiltner

Eric Stoll
Sharon Swope
Fred Thomas
Kanisha Thomas
Gary Thompson

Dennis Thorsby
Jeremy Tøking
Gerald Tyler
Ter-ni Upthegrove
Megan Valentine

Matthew Varney
Chad Viørs
Kelly Viørs
Jim Wagner
Chistina Waldo

Jason Wallace
Dale Warren
Frederick Watson
Steve Watson
Daniel West
The "common people" of the Junior Class are far from average. They excel in all they do and overcome any obstacle that blocks their path. The class of '94 stays together through thick and thin. Our teamwork has put us above all other classes. The Class of '94 is a class full of pride and prestige, and will be long remembered in this part of the kingdom. We can always be proud when we look back on our Junior year, and remember that we were far more than just "common people!"
IT'S A "JUNIOR" THANG!! '94
you wouldn't understand.
SOPHOMORES

Adams, Derek
Allen, Suzy
Aniol, Melanie
Arvin, Jaymie
Augustine, Jennifer

Ausmus, Jason
Babbit, Gina
Bacholzky, Jeff
Badger, Cristie
Baker, Kristi

Baldwin, Rick
Baniqued, Kenneth
Belue, Crystal
Bennett, Jonathan
Benson, Sarah

Blanchard, Amanda
Boggs, Laurie
Bogue, Christina
Bridges, Joanna
Britton, Christopher

Brooks, Jason
Brown, Aaron
Brown, Christopher
Bryant, Jeremy
Buck, Brent
Dudley, Tishaun
Dugas, Stacie
Eaddy, Natasha
Edwards, David
Elkins, Seth

England, Aaron
England, Valerie
Evrard, Danielle
Farrar, Troy
Fette, Jamie

Fields, Amanda
Foerster, Lainie
Forfa, Crystal

Francis, Heather
Franklin, Jason
Freeman, Bret

Fry, Jennifer
Gaines, Erin
Garrett, Don
Gibbins, Lisa
Gillay, Daniel

Glover, Andrea
Goedert, Laura
Golden, Kristina
Gravseth, Adam
Haight, Andrew
Ladley, Michael
Lambe, Julie
Lambert, Kurin
Lebsack, Jason
Litteral, Randy

Kraemer, Jeremy
Kubacki, Darell

Lucas, Nicole
Manning, Rayanne
Marth, Brian
Mayfield, Shirley
McCallister, Kevin

Kuzich, Andrea
Kuzma, Joseph

McDonald, Chalsey
McIntyre, Paul

McKelvey, Ratrica
McParlan, Jennifer
Simpkins, Dorian
Sizemore, Jessie
Slaughter, Vanessa
Smith, Amy
Smith, Darrell

Sparrow, Brandy
St Romain, April
Stachlewitz, Mike
Stange, Sara
Steinman, Crystal

Stetler, Jeremy
Stetler, Katie
Sutherland, Nicole
Sweets, Matt
Sykes, Jamie

Sykes, Scott
Tackett, Jon
Taft, Kathleen
Wenzel, Michele
White, Kevin
Williams, Bryan
Williams, Doug
Williams, Isaiah

Williams, Qunese
Wills, Shane
Wilson, Kerstin
Witten, Sheila
Wood, Joe

Woods, Elena
Wright, Gregory
Youtsey, Amy
Zakolski, Trena

NOT PICTURED:
Caron, Eric
Daniels, Amie
Erhart, Dennis
Hurd, Adam
Taene, Anna
Lambert, Amy

Larsen, Michael
Miller, Nicholas
Richardson, Dorian
So, Jae Ho
Wisniewski, Michael
FRESHMEN

Albertie, Charis
Allen, Kisha
Altenbernt, Robin

Andreski, Dave
Andrews, Brian
Aniol, Micah

Arnold, Tom
Arrwood, Scott
Austin, Evan
Ayers, Erick
Bailey, Ammon

Balog, Jennifer
Banotai, Mark
Baptist, Kelley

Bartram, Edward
Bates, Derek
Bates, Tiffany
Bayha, Bruce
Beavers, Angel
Benson, Jeff
Berkley, Chris
Betts, John

Betz, Chris
Bevins, Troy
Blackburn, Ben
Blumhardt, Tricia
Boggs, Angela

Bohm, Jamie
Bower, Doug

Bowling, Steve
Bowman, Heather

Brendtke, Aaron
Brim, Christy
Brown, Josh
Brown, Tamara
Bruck, Stephen

Bukis, Peter
Bullock, Enoch
Bush, Nathan
Butzin, Lindsey
Cadreau, Erica
Campbell, Kristy
Capehart, Angela
Carter, Scott
Caves, Jamie
Chamberlain, Jenny

Chilcutt, James
Cimaglia, Gino
Clark, Devyn
Clark, Donnie
Clark, Gregory

Collins, Stacey
Cooper, Leonard
Cromwell, Brandy

Cudney, Chuck
Cunningham, Mike
Debuck, Scott
Gerlofs, Michele
Gibson, Shanna
Glover, Alysia
Gober, Corey
Graham, Barry

Gray, Virginia
Grindatti, Gina
Grubbs, Leslie
Gunberg, Greg
Hammar, Melodie

Hammond, Lori
Harrell, Jobi

Harris, Shawnda
Hartsoe, Jeremiah

Held, Dominic
Helms, Charles
Hudson, Angela
Humarger, Jaci
Hunter, Jason

Hustyi, Daniel
Isaac, Kori
Jackson, Heather
Jacob, Caroline
Jarrell, Patricia
Letizio, Audrey
Levi, Christine
Lewis, Crystal
Liming, Tracy
Lincoln, Solomon

Litteral, Kevin
Lovelace, Heather
Lundy, Cedric
Mamp, David
Martin, Christina

Martin, Kevin
Mason, Stacy
Mattice, Rashelle
McClain, Glenn
McClure, Michael

McComb, Tabitha
McCray, David
McCune, Jenelle
McDowell, Jason
McGeary, Dallas

McGruder, Ranita
McLaughlin, Jeff
McQueen, Shanda
Mead, Tom
Meers, Brian

Mellinger, Carrie
Mickels, Michael
Miller, Brooke
Miller, Derrek
Mingas, Tony
Pope, Tyrone
Price, Aaron
Publiski, Becky
Putney, Beth
Recchia, Regis

Reed, Dennis
Richardson, Lejuan
Ries, Miranda
Ripple, Fred
Rodgers, Tina

Roquemore, Denice
Roza, Brian

Sadler, Cindy
Sanders, Kyle

Satanski, Kate
Schmidt, Nick
Schooley, Julie
Scott, Jason
Sells, Jenney

Shapley, Justin
Sherwood, Mary
Shukait, Julie
Sinclair, Ted
Sizemore, Eric
Taylor, Anthony
Taylor, Jason
Thomas, Jason
Thomas, Matt
Thompson, Jerry

Trumbo, Ian
Vallis, Jeff
Van Ryn, Jason
Van Tassell, Sarah
Vandebogart, Christina

Vasher, Mark
Vasicek, Keith
Viers, Donald
Wain, Craig
Waldrop, Michele

Warmanen, Gary
Watkins, Jeremy
Weatherly, Angie
Webb, Ledford
Whitfield, Latoyia

Wielopolski, Jeremy
Williams, Alicia

Williams, David
Williams, Michelle
NOT PICTURED:

Creech, Mark
Crowley, Ken
Deer, Mike
Drow, Nick
Eddy, Loretta
Eddy, Tammijo
Hargrove, Monique
Holliday, James
Jones, Gernon
Jones, Gregory
Mann, Craig

Merrit, Christopher
Moe, Christopher
Morris, Deshawn
Parker, Ryan
Poore, Brian
Porter, Naomie
Racine, Mona
Rodgers, Derik
Showalter, Ralph
Williams, April

Williamson, Otis
Wilson, Bryan
Wilson, Danielle
Wilson, Marian
Wright, Mike

Wylie, Michael
Yates, Craig
Yates, Jeremy
York, Tanisha
Youtsey, Duane

Youtsey, Rachel
Zentz, Diana
Zitnik, Kenny
Zoumbaris, Anne
Lords & Ladies of Parliament

The 1992-1993 school year was a busy one for Student Council. In addition to their usual activities - Homecoming and Cominghome and other various student oriented activities - they also did some community service.

During the fall the group had a project called "Adopt-A-Family," through which they helped out an underprivileged family and provided with a Thanksgiving dinner. They also had a Can Drive. Junior, and Student Council Vice President, Adrienne Crawford commented, "This year has been a wonderful new experience for me, because we have programs whose main objective is to help people have an easier time, such as the 'Adopt-A-Family' program."

Advisors: Mr. Manning & Ms. Betrus

Members: Kerin Geodert, Tina Adkins, Jennifer Farley, Lakeya Richardson, Robert Sundy, Adrienne Crawford

Not Pictured: Shiela Witten, Kevin Cofield, Christie Carter, Kelly Cooper, Jeff Bacholzky, Donna Jones, Jason Neal
Ye Olde Song
& Dance
Class Officers

by Heather Curtis

Seniors: Cassandra Richardson, Azezeh Salem, Nicole Thomas, and Melissa Kulback.


Sophomores: Tishaun Dudley, Jeff Bachotzky, Kim Johnson, Amy Kirby, Kelly Cooper, and Barb Karenko.
National Honor Society
by Heather Curtis

Back Row: Cassandra Richardson, Mayur Patel, Brad Andresen, Jennifer Scramstad, Carmen Grindatti, Scott Richardson, Kim Johnson, Daniel Gillay, Amy Kirby, Jenny McParlan, Jennifer Van Ryn, Brian Hinderer, Mark Wenzel.

Middle Row: Meagan Valentine, Ben Bailey, Joshua Harrell, Lori Pinter, Barb Karenko, Amy Upston, Danica Stanford, Shirley McDonald, Dion Garrett, Michael Ladley, Azeezah Salem, Melissa Kulback, Robert Sunday, Jennifer Glenn.

Front Row: Torri Oats, Robert Pinter, Jennifer Hustyl, Michelle Wenzel, Kelly Cooper, Adrienne Crawford, Erica Curns, Dionne Mullins, Jeff Bacholzky, Allison Pierce, Jennifer Moyer, Kerin Goedert, Janice Murninghan, Heather Curtis, Tamara Tharpe.

Not Pictured: Kevin Cofield, Laurie Boggs, Mr. Mulka.

Carmen Grindatti, with rose in hand, is relieved that she was inducted. Torri Oats escorts her to the stage.

Dion Garrett stands proud beside his mother after his surprise of being inducted into the National Honor Society.

You don’t have to be a genius to know that Danica Stanford is very excited to become a new member of N.H.S. "Danica you forgot your rose" escort Tamara Tharpe says.
1993 was the fifth year of the Lincoln's Art Show. The show was held May 18-20. The pieces that were submitted were from Lincoln School District students ranging in age from first through twelfth grades. Because of the tremendous response of talented students wishing to display their work, the student and staff judges had their hands full making decisions on awards.
Lincoln's Fall Play: Robin Hood
SCHOOL STORE ASSOCIATES

Back row: Tom Kulback, Micheal Curtis, Donald Viets, Troy Farrar. Middle row: Ms. Walz, Lynn Caddell, Rayanne Manning, Heather Cameron, Ms. Gunberg
Front row: Crystal Dailcy, Mariett Smith

OFFICE AIDES

Back row: Shan Howard, Heather Curtis, Melissa Kulback
Middle row: Christie Carter, Angela Shaffer, Tammy Mellinger, Stephanie Kayfesh. Front row: Nicole Thomas, Janice Murningham, Jennifer Mason.

LIBRARY AIDES


SADD MEMBERS

These flour babies are really dressed up and cared for as actual children. Up above is a Bart baby and below that is a puffalump.

Chemistry students show how certain chemicals can do different things. They performed many experiments at their chemistry show.

When the Technology van from the Army was here, Private Armatloski explained why you need a good education to get far in life as students listen.

Teacher of the year Mr. Nuzzo stands next to Sergant Shepphard, a recruiter for the Armed Services, listening to the speaker.

Many villagers in the kingdom have different tasks they must perform. These people work very hard to show what they can do; it can be working on Technology, Chemistry, or just practicing to be a parent. Once they have got the feel of what the world will be like after they go out of the village, some villagers will pursue what they have learned. Maybe they will even be great leaders, whether in or out of the kingdom.

WIZARDS AND SORCERERS
by: Janice Murnighan

Many villagers in the kingdom have different tasks they must perform. These people work very hard to show what they can do; it can be working on Technology, Chemistry, or just practicing to be a parent. Once they have got the feel of what the world will be like after they go out of the village, some villagers will pursue what they have learned. Maybe they will even be great leaders, whether in or out of the kingdom.
Here sit sixth graders watching a chemistry show that was put on by Mrs. Maxwell's chemistry classes.

Kim kidoko and Ken Mango are partners in their fifth hour dance class. Looks like they're having fun dancing to the music.

Here in Mr. Hubbard's art class Ryan Blakemore takes a moment from looking at the pottery to pose for a picture.
Controversial play turns heads of public

a HAIR-raising performance

Make Love, Not War

1970, Sex, Love, War, Hate, Drugs, Peace, Draft Cards,
Vietnam, Establishment, Revolution, Hair,
MERRY MUSIC MAKERS

BAND MEMBERS: David Andreski, Evan Austin, Tiffany Bates, Scott Beard, Crystal Belue, John Bennett, Laurie Boggs, Christina Bogue, Heather Bowman, Norma Bricker, Lisa Burke, Trudy Caudron, Terri Clement, Kelly Cooper, Marla Curns, Lindsay Dietrich, Aaron England, Donnelle Evanski, Daniel Faulkner, Lainie Foerster, Jennifer Fry, Jeffery Fulton, Erin Gaines, Austin Gentz, Kristina Golden, Adam Gravseth, Monty Gravseth, Carmen Grindatti, Tammy Hall, JoAnna Harrell, Joshua Harrell, David Heeringa, Rachel Jackson, Donna Jones, Heather Khoury, Julie Lambe, Audrey Lettizio, Joseph Manson, Stacey Massengill, Shirley Mayfield, Shirley McDonald, Carl Monday, Angela Morris, Jennifer Moyer, Mark Mull, Rachel Packard, Sarah Ponder, Heather Rich, Robert Richardson, Scott Richardson, Danice Roquemore, Julie Schooley, Jennifer Sells, Vanessa Slaughter, Amy Smith, Kristen Smithier, Sarah Talley, Christina Vandebogart, Keith Vasicek, Angela Voelker, Michele Wenzel, Mark Wenzel, Kevin White, Jeremy Wielopolski, Heather Wilke, Dannielle Wilson, Garan Woods, Tracy Zywicki

JAZZ BAND
1st ROW: Caroline Jacob, JoAnna Harrell;
2nd ROW: Josh Harrell, Trudy Caudron, Donna Jones,
Heather Khoury, Keith Vasicek;
3rd ROW: Jason Jacob, Garan Woods, Kevin White

Smile girls! Well that shouldn't be hard for Norma Bricker & Sarah Ponder.
BAND COUNCIL
1st ROW: Joshua Harrell, Donnelle Evanski, Scott Beard;
2nd ROW: Shirley McDonald, Stacey Massengill,
Keith Vasicak, Rachel Jackson;
3rd ROW: Heather Rich, Dan Faulkner

Austin Gentz would like to play something for his friend. "Gosh, I wish he would quit doing that," thinks Jobi Harrell quietly!

FLAG CORPS
1st ROW: Kristen Smither, Angela Morris;
2nd Row: Sarah Ponder, Donnelle Evanski,
Stacey Massengill;
3rd Row: Tammy Hall, Carmen Grindatti;
4th ROW: Tracy Zywicki

"It's a bird, a plane, it's... something!" Well Scott, ask Jobi Harrell, maybe she'll know.

"Mr. Harrell is so funny!" Shirley McDonald thinks.

"Oh! I wish I was at home doing my nails," Heather seems to be thinking.
What is a choir? Is it a group of people who sing together? Yes, but that is not all. A Choir is also a group of friends. A family. Working hard and putting forth all their effort to show others and themselves what they've got. They have great strength and dedication for the love of music. Becoming closer and closer day by day. With all the love and strength within their hearts they make a Choir a wonderful joy!

Allison Pierce, Kay Comstock, and Angie Searl practice hard to ready themselves for their concert.

With a "Ho! Ho! Ho!" and a "Merry Christmas", Shannon Moorer entertains the young and old with the traditional "Santa Clause Is Coming to Town".


FRONT ROW: Billie Mooney, Tricia Blumhardt, Heather Cameron, Heather Harden, Teea Caples, Mike Wylie, Fred Dunlap, Stephanie Faulkner, Tabitha McComb, Alicia Williams, Christina Martin, Monique Davis. SECOND ROW: Jennifer Athan, Tracy Liming, Crystal Lewis, Jennifer Somers, Mary Darr, Dennis Allen, Steven Valls, Jessica Ostrowski, Alysia Glover, Gina Grindatti, Gina Babbitt, Sheila Witten, Melodie Hammar. THIRD ROW: Lynn Caddell, April McComb, Katherine Dickson, Michelle Nowitzke, Derek Adams, Bob Pierce, Kelli Woodard, Amy Youtsey, Heather Francis, Krista Rusak, Shanda McQueen, Lois Motika, Mr. McGehee.

NOT PICTURED: Angela Boggs, Jamie Bohm, Norma Bricker, Danielle Cady, Jennifer Hildebrandt, Nicole Jasmund, Letha Johnson, Geron Jones, Beth Putney, Bryan Seiber, Jennifer Smith, Ericka Stiltner, Nicole Tavares, Angela Weatherly, Rachel Youtsey.

With great spirit and enthusiasm Sheila Witten, Kelly Woodard, and Gina Babbitt dance to a Christmas jig to entertain all and glorify the Holiday spirit.

Mr. McGehee greets the audience with a warm welcoming smile to the Winter Concert as all wait in anticipation for the singing to begin.

In Mid-May the Select Choir took a four-day trip to Toronto, Canada for a music competition taking third place in their division. While in Toronto the Choir took side trips to Niagara Falls, Phantom Of The Opera, The CN Tower, and Canada’s Wonderland. When asked about their trip all seemed to reply with encouraging and wonderful remarks. When the Choir next goes on a trip to a music festival we wish them the best of luck for that is what they deserve. We are grateful for their dedication and strength for making our Choir what it is. Thanks a lot!!!!
Clubs and organizations have grown over the years at Lincoln. The clubs in this school do everything from helping the public to entertaining it. This part of the school as athletics, yet that doesn't make them less important or much attention. This year they have accomplished a lot. The United Student Organization had a very impressive assembly for Black History Month. The Select Choir went to Toronto for the North American Music Festival where they brought home a third-place trophy. And these are just two examples. For someone who is not athletically inclined, clubs and organizations provide an outlet for other types of creativity and talent. With all Lincoln has to offer, there is something for everyone.
Foreign Linguists Enthrall...

Back Row: Scott Clark, Megan Valentine, Monique Hammond, Heather Curtis, Beth Smith, Brent Hall, Kevin White, Brad Anderson, Chris Hollander, Kim Johnson
Third Row: Tamara Ransom, Dan Faulkner, Mary Sherwood, Davena Nadelle, Trudy Caudron, Terri Oxender, Rachel Jackson, James Cudney, Melissa Jenkins, Scott Reitan
Front Row: Natasha Eaddy, Dionne Mullins, Jason Neal, Tina Bogue, Amy Oltman, Jobie Harrel

Reverting back to childhood, Barb Karenko is playing Queen of the Mountain.

Back Row: Bobby Pinter, Glenn Rowe, Andy Sherman, Eric Carlson, Eric Frazier, Jeremy Tiekling, Lei Hill, Amy Kirby
Third Row: Mrs. Rutherford, Anne Zoumbaris Elia Kuaran, Jason Jeross, Tracy Zywicki, Brian Hinderer, Danica Stanford, Monique Hammond
Second Row: David Williams, Kristi Baker, Lori Pinter, Julie Schooley, Christie Carter, Jennifer Farley, Angela Morris, Kerstin Holm, Ms. Caswell
Front Row: Sara Benson, Joanni Capaldi, Cherie Burton, Julie Steglich, Jennifer Hyusti, Vanessa Slaughter, Elana Woods
Ministers of Unity
United Student Organization

UNITED STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEMBERS

Adrienne Crawford
Danica Stanford
Jenife Holmes
Tamara Tharpe
John Crudup
Jason Lewis
Brian Moore
Reggie Jackson
Lakeya Richardson
Donna Jones
Elizabeth Turner

Naomi Porter
Natasha Eddy
Nicky Sutherland
Trudy Caudron
Torri Oats
Eric Frazer
Isiah Williams
Kelly Viers
Nicole Williams
Dorian Richardson
Edgar Saddler
Remember

When...
autographs
and
stuff
Hear Ye, Hear Ye!
Ye Olde Newspaper and Yearbook
Keep Lincoln Castle Informed

Proclaimed: credit shall be given where credit is due. This credit goes to the staff of the Splitter Express and the 92-93 Yearbook staff. From the very first day of school all through the last day of the year, these people are getting information to you about everything that goes on in and around Lincoln High School. Even after the school day ends, they’re still here collecting information, taking pictures, and putting together results from polls you’ve taken. It’s like a job for them. Not a job where you hate your boss, the hours are long, and there’s never enough to do. It’s a job that is fun, your boss helps you out, you work at your own pace, and there’s always something to do. So take a look at what the students of LHS have done for you.
Several times a week the knights must go to battle. They fight many different types of soldiers. Some battles are easy to win, but others are a hard struggle. The knights must prepare for their battle. Before there is even a battle these knights train very hard every day to win. Even before they go out to fight they practice, practice, practice.

The knights must also have the mental ability as well as the physical training to fight. Whether it's a dual or a team of knights together they must work hard to please the kingdom. When the knights are on their battlefields they use intelligent plans to show their strengths. Two plans of action the knights use are to respect each other and listen to the leader. They also need to know their opponents' strengths and weaknesses to overcome the arch enemies. Once the knights have the physical and mental ability, they are sure to fight well. After all, if the knights perform to their best as one, they are sure to get a victory against their rivals.

Janice Murnighan, Amy Barbee, Linda Russell, Coach Beth Boyle, Tammy Mellingner, Nicole Thomas, Jennifer Farley, Jaime Chandler, Sarah Riddle, Kerin Goedert, Tina Adkins, Christie Carter
Coach Sid Wright, Bill Renner, Nick Burlovich, Peter Bukis, Dan Gillay, Jason Williams, Coach Mike Mickevicius, Eric Carlson, Brian Gentz, Aaron England, Mayur Patel, Ashis Patel, Matt McCoy, Quinten Mercer, Josh Harrell, Jeff Bacholzky, Eric Stoll, Steven Bruck.

Lakeya Richardson, Coach Kit Moran, Jennifer Scramstad, Melissa Kulback, Kelly Cooper, Barb Karenko

Laurie Boggs, Kim Johnson, Coach Brian Bonds, Amy Kirby, Kate Stetler, Jean Keggeris, Suzy Allen, Tammy Hall, Marlett Smith, Tori Oats, Adrienne Crawford, Jodi Cox

Mike Gatney, David DeFour, Dominque Held, Tony Meyer, Chris Gatney, Edward Bartrum, Dorian Richardson, Coach Jeff Lafferty, Aaron Brink, Scott Deuck, Shane Wills, Brian Williams, Ken Chilcut, Coach Rico Watley, Todd Waller, Adam Gravseth, Brian Roza, Jason VanRyn, Ron Ellerson, Dave McCray, Jeff Stokes, Jared Perkins, Aaron Campbell, Scott Arrwood, LeJuan Richardson, Brian Moore, Jeff Oltman, Jason Neal, Reigis Recchia.


Coach Glenn Mason, Mike Thompson, Chad Bellers, Dave Thomas, Mark Wenzel, Keith Vasichek, David Andreski, Peter Vogelsberg, Jason Smith.

Andy Burilovich, Shane Wills, Ed Bartram, Coach Dave Sarkett, Jared Perkins, Joe Fox, David Defour, Brian Williams, Jeff Ottmann, Paul Patierno, Peter Vogelsberg, Brad Slaven, Ryan Parks, Jason Neal, Jeff Bacholozky, Mike Moyer

Coach Ron McCarty, Scott Walter, Kevin Lambert, Ryan Hilobuk, Brad Sancho, Dan Gillay, Coach Craig Lambert, Zeke Kostre, Ryan Blakemore, Damon Purfoy, Nelson Bartram, Tony Williams, Coach Jeremy Hilobuk, Mark Wenzel, John Burnison, Andy Woodside, Jason Williams, Mike Popp

Suzy Allen, Katie Steer, Kim Johnson, Coach Gary Nowak, De-D Evard, Joanna Bridges, Jodi Cox, Kirstin Wilson, Melodie Hammer, Michelle Gerlots, Michelle Wenzel, Tonya Decker, Brooke Miller, Carrie Mellinger, Sheila Witten, Andrea Kuzich

Becky O’Dell, Jean Kegeries, Coach Ron Mulka, Tammy Hall, Jennifer Smith, Tammy Mellinger, Janice Murnighan, Jenny Moyer, Stephanie Kayfresch, Amy Barbee, Christie Carter, Mandy Albrecht, Donnelle Evanski, Tracy Witten

The Lincoln Women’s Track Team

The Lincoln Men’s Track Team
This year our knights seemed to have had the plague. The team went 0-9, but it wasn't for lack of hard work. During the summer, they worked seven to nine hours a day running drills to get in shape. Eric Johnson said, "I improved a lot more this year...next year I WILL BE UNSTOPPABLE!"

The defensive coach moved up to head coach along with other leadership changes this year. Bobby Francis commented, "We had our problems, but I hope we've worked through them and can work as a whole team."

The main problem is other schools have a good early program in elementary and junior high to get kids started in football. Lincoln lacks that.

Jeff Paterno said, "It's a shame we can't compete with other schools because we haven't enough athletes coming out for football and we have a limited weight-lifting program."

"This year the team had its bright spots, but couldn't stop a team on third and long or come up with big plays. "I had six 15-yard penalties which all came from being frustrated because we couldn't compete with other schools in the league," said Theron Brown.

Lincoln is now looking towards the future with the up and coming junior varsity players and has hopes of improving the program.

Freshman Tony Mingus drops back for a pass

Jeff Paterno 93 who had a 110 tackles and Dan West 94 who had 74 tackles this season converge on a tackle together.

Eric Johnson 94, who had 23 catches tries to gain yards for a first down.
Ryan Blakemore '94 blocks a punt while flying through the air, which was a normal sight for him.

Senior Nelson Bartram gives a high five after a tackle.

Jeff '93 making a tackle as Therron Brown '93 comes to help.

Teddy Adams '94 in the midst of a catch.

David Reese, '94, throws a block.

Daniel West '94 chases down the Dexter quarterback.
SQUIRES GAIN & GROW

This year our young J.V. started out strong; they killed the first few teams that they played. Then they lost a few of their starting players to Varsity. Even though their record doesn't show it, they stuck together and finished the season as a team showing the school what may be in Lincoln's future.

By,

Phil Carter

Lejuan Richardson gets instructions from Coach Waty for the next play.

Jared Perkins showing his excitement after a big play.

Brian Moore charges his way through the defense.

Brian Williams out runs the Cougars' defense.
Junior Maidens:
Ready to Cheer their Knights onto Victory

A Junior Varsity cheerleading squad always has to start from the beginning. High school is a big change and there are new things to learn. New and old cheerleaders work together to form the team. Practices are held during the summer to condition and to work towards the new season. Chants are taught and cheers are made up.

Then the school year starts, and the games begin. The football team started off the season well, winning the first two games. A winning team always gives the cheerleaders reason to cheer their best. Then as the season went on the football team did not improve but the cheerleading team did.

In practice the team made up new cheers and improved on the ones already known, with this extra work the cheerleaders are sure to grab some attention.

The J.V. squad finished off the season well, while some cheered for basketball season and others moved on to another sport.

Coaches' Award: Shannon Kayfesh
Most Improved: Naomi Porter

Common person Naomi Porter is cheering on her knights to a victory at the Homecoming battle.

Common people Jennifer McParlan, Brooke Miller, Danielle Evrard, and Carrie Mellinger take a quick break from the battle to stop for a picture.
by: Janice Murnighan

The 1992 Football Cheerleaders started their season in the beginning of June. Some went to camp that was held here at Lincoln, while others went to EMU. Even though they didn't compete they still are one of the best teams in the area. They have worked very hard for many years to get where they are today.

There were eight seniors on the team this year and most of them have been cheering together since junior high. That shows great dedication to the Lincoln cheer team. Senior Kerin Goedert says, "I'll miss the seniors being together because we've all been together so long".

"When we look back at all the time we spent together then, and now, a lot of things have changed. But we can always say we were a team and friends", remarked Janice Murnighan.

As you can see Jennifer Farley and Nicole Thomas are in sync just as the rest of the team was all year.

Here the cheerleaders show us their spirit with a mount at the end of the cheer. These ladies have to be very careful while mounting. GO SPLITTERS!
As always the two cheer teams cheer together at the homecoming game. Here they stop to take a picture with the newly crowned Queen Lakeya Richardson. Everyone is excited for the new queen, the cheer teams all congratulated her on her new reign.

Up above Christie Carter and Tammy Mellinger are cheering to the crowd during a time out.

Over to the right Kerin Goedert puts her poms down while she takes time to throw a football.

GO BLUE!
The Lincoln Varsity Basketball Team has done another outstanding job this year. No matter what obstacles stood in their way they managed to overcome them. What is it that keeps this team motivated? Senior Melvin Wiley says, "a tough challenge is what keeps us motivated, because it makes us feel as though we have to play even harder." Even though the team is playing well together, Melvin also feels that they all need to be a little closer to each other as a team.

Scott Chatfield, Lincoln's leading scorer has especially contributed to the ball club this year averaging 22 points a game.

MVP: Scott Chatfield
22 points a game
14 rebounds

Jon Crudup soars to the basket for a layup.

Kevin Lambert drives through the lane for the layup.
Scott Chatfield powers his way to the basket.

Jeremy Stetler concentrates on the free throw line.

Shannon Moorer lays the ball in.

Melvin Wiley brings the ball down court.

John Burnison reaches for the pass.

Steve Johnson sets up for the jumper.
This year's J.V. Hoopsters had a successful season. They worked very hard and cooperated to reach their goals. Teamwork was one of their many assets. They're hoping to improve their record and S.E.C placing next season.
This year's Girls' J.V. Basketball team started the season with a 46-game losing streak. But, the seventh game of the season was what they had been so fiercely practicing for in anticipation of winning. They won their first game in over two years, beating opponent AA Greenhills!

This is just what the team needed. They proceeded to win against the Milan Big Reds. Varsity player, Adrienne Crawford commented, "Our team played really well this season. Two exceptional first-year players were Andrea Kuzich and Justina Phillips."

Crawford also added, "This group is the foundation for a new winning team."

Freshman Caroline Jacobs said, "Once we started to work as a team, our game really improved."

Sophomore Andrea Kuzich agreed. "This year we spent a lot of time learning the basics. Hopefully, we can spend more time improving next year, and win a few more games."
The 1992 Cross-Country team had a successful season, promising next year to be even better. With five underclassmen in the top seven, next year's team is looking to be among the top teams in the S.E.C. With two freshman in the top seven and two juniors that qualified for the state meet, this definitely shows how strong they will be in the future. Many of the runners reached there personal best this year showing DEDICATION and DETERMINATION on the Cross-Country course, and with school. More than half of the team received a scholar athlete award, showing that these men can handle a tough sport but can also make the grades.
Senior Jason Williams runs for a season best time against S.E.C rival Chelsea.

Team unity was important for having a successful season and earning a No. 7 ranking in the state.

Juniors Eric Carlson and Eric Stoll promise a bright season for the Railsplitters next year.

Lincoln and Chelsea runners are off and running at the sound of the gun!
Jennifer Farley, Melissa Kulback, Shannon Kayfesh, Tina Adkins, and Christie Carter show that their many years of hard work has paid off by how well they cheer.

After doing a floor cheer Tina Adkins shows her stuff with a well done herkie.

Cheering crowds, smooth moves, and exciting games is what basketball season is all about and the Lincoln Varsity Cheerleaders helped to motivate the players and fans.

This year’s Varsity Basketball Cheerleaders started off their season in November with try-outs; 10 girls were picked to fill the squad.

The cheer squad did work hard this season. The first couple weeks they worked on chants, new cheers and the Hello Cheer. After perfecting those cheers they work on making up others with everybody putting their own touch into it.

Then, midway through the season the team attended a day camp at Ypsilanti High School given by Universal Cheerleading Association (UCA). There they learned new chants, a cheer and also how to stunt better.

Next, the team made up a dance to perform at Cominghome Pep Assembly. It was to a mix of different music that the crowd and junior varsity squad really got into.

Finally, the end of the season came. The last game was very hard for the senior cheerleaders. They realized that this would be the last time that they would cheer for the basketball team at home. Some of them cried, others were relieved that the season was over and even some of the younger cheerleaders were upset and realized that the team would not be the same.
Dance, Cheer, Stunts:
What the Maidens Are All About

Middle left - Smiles on all their faces as the squad performs another floor cheer. Just look at those kicks!

The team spends a lot of time perfecting and making up the floor cheers. Here Shannon, Nicole, and Sarah Riddle show off their stuff.

No these cheerleaders are not messing up that is how the cheer is suppose to go! Yeah Right!!!
This year's "Junior Spirit Maidens" worked hard on making basketball season one of their best yet. They worked together as a team and got a lot accomplished. They supported their team throughout a spectacular season. There may have been days on which these girls wish they could have blown off practice, but this season showed their determination; and hard work really paid off.
Although the Junior Varsity Volleyball team did play hard, they didn't win all their games. This season was much improved from last year. Their team went to a tournament this year at Ypsilanti High School, where they tried their hardest to win it all. Even though they played well they still didn't win.

On the court these players put their individual talents together as one to make a good team. Next year the J.V. team will lose many players to the Varsity Volleyball team, but they will still need the team unity to win.

Andrea Kuzich sets the ball while Suzy Allan and Jodie Cox waits to attack the ball and go for the kill.

This aggression on Jamie Raymond's face and good form she has will make the volleyball go to the setter.

Kathy Taft approaches the ball as she is up in the air ready to hit the ball.

De-D Evard comes down from the spike that appears to go over the net while teammates cover the floor for a block.

Up in the air are Suzy Allen and teammate. They're both blocking the ball.
These females have turned many peoples' heads on Lincoln Volleyball. Before this year a lot of students never came to a volleyball game because of their poor record. Things have changed; there are more people coming to support the team. This year's players have won a few games, which is great compared to the past. It seems to be that the girls have worked very hard to get where they are today.

"We finally realized we have to work as a team no matter what. I guess it worked", Jennifer Scramstad stated. If you have gone to a game you would know that something is different from last year. Their record can prove it. Jaime Chandler commented, "We have had fun this year and worked really hard, and hopefully we will do even better next year."

The 1992-1993 Varsity Volleyball Team, for the first time, brought home a second place trophy from the Clinton tournament. Also, they each received a medal. This proves that the future princesses have shined through.
Linda Russell goes for the tip over the net instead of a hard hit which should go over the opponents’ block.

Jaime Chandler is in good position as she passes the ball to the setter.

UP IN THE AIR!! Cassi Richardson, a high jumper spikes the ball down on her opponents’ side of the court.

A team huddle before the game, as the coach gives them a prep speech which prepares the players for their match.
Upper right: sophomore Jodie Cox looks upon the rim as an easy two points.

The Varsity Women's Basketball team finally broke a losing streak from 1989 thanks to the help of team determination and not to mention a new coach, Brian Bonds.

Even though their record didn't show it, the girls actually did play a good season.

Many of the teams they faced were good solid ball clubs, but they were definitely beatable, and the girls showed that to be true.
Junior Tori Oatts drives up the court hoping to score.

Katie Stetler passes up a defender and heads for the basket.

Coach Brian Bonds heads up a strategy that will put the ladies ahead.

Benchwarmers? No way! All the ladies on the Varsity squad work there hardest.
And they are off! The race has begun as Melissa Kulback and Barb Karenko speed away.

With a team so small the Women's Cross Country still had a lot of motivation. And even though they could not qualify for many meets (five runners are needed for a duel meet) dedication was always present. "The season was full of personal success and it was a positive experience for everybody," said Coach Moran.

The low number of girls on the team was a disappointment for everybody, but the girls were close as team, always pulling each other along and cheering as they came across the finish line. "I was impressed that the girls ran without complaining about winning a meet. They always ran for a personal best," said Moran.

Cross country requires a lot of self-discipline. The hard workouts and the long runs take a mind for motivation along with physical strengths to endure them. "I recommend it for everyone; it shows you what the mind can accomplish when the body doesn't want to," said first year runner senior Lakeya Richardson.

Mr. Moran sits and thinks up some more good advice that he can give the girls.
After a hard race Melissa takes a break to get that deep down body thirst. GATORADE!

Most Valuable Runner: Melissa Kulback
Most Improved Runner: Kelly Cooper

"I know I can get up there with Melissa if I just try," wishes Barb.

Kelly Cooper and Barb Karenko talking like always after a hard race against Southeastern Conference rival Chelsea.

Left: Kelly taking 20 minutes to stretch and warm-up before the race begins.
Right: With a very determined look on her face, Lakeya Richardson, races into the finish.
The Lincoln golf team had a year much better than in the past. They finished fourth in the extremely strong Southeastern Conference.

This year's team consisted of many talented young golfers led by seniors Mike Thompson, Josh Schooley, and Mike Andrews.

The honors for the year went out to Mike Thompson for making All-League, as well as Most Valuable Player, and sharing All-Area Honorable Mention with Mike Andrews.
Right: Josh Schooley warms up on the driving range before a meet.

Top: Scott Beard takes time out to look over his shot.
Senior Athletes

Mike Tompson, Mark Wenzel, Chad Bellers

Nick Burilovich, Jason Williams, Bill Renner, Mayur Patel, Josh Harrell

John Zywicki, Damon Puifoy, Nelson "Bubba" Bartum, Alejandro, Patrick Adams, Theron Brown, Phil Carter, Jeff Patierno, Kevin Cofield, Monte Gravseth

Amy Barbee, Tina Adkins, Kerin Goedert, Nicole Thomas, Sarah Riddle, Linda Russell, Tammy Mellinger, Janice Murnighan
Coaches Scott Nemth and Candice Youtsey present Joyce Mamp with a certificate for letting the team use her horse for practice.
The equestrian team stands together at their banquet. The team had a lot of fun this season, and they look forward to a lot more in the years to come.

This is the first equestrian team that Lincoln has had since 1985. Members of the team include freshmen David Mamp, Teri Oxender, and Lindsay Dietrich; sophomore Amy Youtsey, and junior Christina Waldo.

The coaches for the equestrian team were Scott Nemeth, and Candice Youtsey. Both enjoyed the season and are hoping they have more members on the team next year.

The riders were judged on how they presented their horses and how good the riders' forms were. Sophomore Amy Youtsey expressed great feelings about her teammates and how well they worked together.

David Mamp said, "They should be better next year because more people are supposed to be trying out." Christina Waldo said, "I learned a lot this season and I am looking forward to next season."

We sure are hoping for another good season from the equestrian team!

Freshman David Mamp shows that he is an expert rider.
Peasants of Pom

This was the first year for the Lincoln Pom-pon Squad. Although the squad was cancelled midway through their season, the members still enjoyed themselves. Riki Adams quoted, "we had fun, and it was a good experience." The group also functioned well as a team. They practiced routines, and made a few of their own. Members are hoping to rejoin the squad next season.

Below- Teamwork is just one of the squad's many assets.

To the Right- Tinisha waves Hello to the crowd.

Here- Donna is all smiles as she does her dance.

To the far right- Riki sings, "All I wanna do is zoom, zoom, zoom..."
Taking down the enemy

Freshman Reigis Recchia pouts as "Rat Boy" studies moves.

Senior Phil Carter reaches in to finish a takedown.

Senior Mike "Caveman" Smith escapes the clutches of Pinckney.

Junior Eric Stoll grapples his opponent in a new move.
Senior Dan Faulkner takes his foe for a ride that he'll never forget.

Junior Jason "Cricket" Smith receives instructions from coach Kurt O'Clair.

This years 1992-1993 wrestling team "was a good learning experience" says senior Phil Carter. The team overall had a 3-15 season with a lot of freshman in all weight classes. Freshman Ryan Dillon states that "this year's wrestling season was a success to me; I learned a lot of new moves and techniques which help me with the season." Freshman Regis Recchiha says "I had a lot of fun this year, met some really great people, and had a really good coach."

Freshman John Stowe fights for a takedown, but gets a penalty.
Mens Swimming

This year's swim team didn't have their best season, but they did have a very productive season. The team really didn't have just one standout on the team. Instead they were led by many veteran swimmers. Jody Harr, Dale Warren, or Scott Richardson were always sure to step forward in the sprints. Auston Gentz was the butterfly specialist of the team where he was always sure to get a first or second. Andy Harms and co-captain Brian Hinderer battled all year for the top backstroke spot. Brian was also the top 200 freestyler on the team. Steve Montgomery was the team's lone distance swimmer. Even though the team only had one diver, Jason Carlton was always there to get a first place. Also co-captain Nathan Leonard led the team in breaststroke and the individual medley.

There were many awards given out at this year's banquet. The Most Valuable swimmer award was presented to Auston Gentz. Most Improved went to Brian Hinderer and Dale Warren. The High Point Award went to Nathan Leonard.

The State Qualifiers were Jason Carlton in diving and Nathan Leonard in the 100 yd. breaststroke. Also during the year Jody Harr, Dale Warren, Brian Hinderer, and Nathan Leonard set a new 200 freestyle relay record.

With the loss of only three seniors next year's team should do much better.

Top: Senior Nathan Leonard works on perfecting his Breaststroke before a meet.

Right: Steve Montgomery steps up to the blocks to practice his starts.
Top: Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's Jody Harr doing a start off the blocks.
Bottom: Senior Zeke Koster shows us how strenous it is to swim the butterfly.

Top: Junior Brian Hinderer and the timers look on to see who won the race.
Bottom: Senior Jason Carlton is trying to make a fashion statement.
The Lincoln girl swimmers began the year off with a tremendous fight. This year’s captains were seniors Heather Curtis and Cassandra Richardson who kept the team’s spirit up even through defeat. Heather Curtis says, "I will always treasure the close friendships I made through swimming. We were more than a team, we were a family." This year's team was always cheering for each other, even when the times were bad.

The girl's swim team didn't have a great winning record, but some individuals did make great strides this season. Senior, Cassandra Richardson, received the most points throughout the season. She also shared the most valuable swimmer award with sophomore Melissa Bush. Nikki Southerland was voted most improved during the season.

Melissa, Casandra, Nikki, and Erica Nielsen were close to making the state cuts for the 200 medley relay. Next year they will all be returning, except Cassandra, to make it the rest of the way.
VARSITY SOLDIERS SHOW THEIR CLASS ON THE BASEBALL FIELD.

This year's Varsity Baseball team set a record for wins under Coach Ron McCarty. This year's team was loaded with seniors. It had a total of 10. With only four underclassmen the team will be looking for youth next season. The team had a lot of fun and had joyous victories. The team shared a number of unforgettable moments. Senior pitcher Scott Walter said, "I will never forget hitting four batters in three innings against Dexter."

Ryan Hilobuk said, "I think everybody on the team had a lot of fun."

Kevin Lambert said, "Most of this year's success came from our bats. We hit the ball like crazy and our pitchers did their job."

Senior John Burnison said, "I think I improved my game a lot from last year."

And senior Nelson Bartrum said, "I didn't ever think I was going to get a hit this year but with four games left in the season I got my first hit."

Good luck to next year's team!
Senior Kevin Lambert awaits the ball at third.

Senior Brad Sancho shows he has a very serious attitude.

Senior Scott Walter stands alone on second after a double.

Senior Ryan Hilobuk awaits the pitch dreaming about hitting a homerun.
Junior Soldiers give it their all on and off the field.

This junior varsity baseball team has a lot of returners this year and they hope their experience at that level will help them out. Mr. Sarkett is returning for his second season as head coach. One thing you could say about the players is that they all tried hard. All of the players are ready for next year. Freshman Ed Bartrum said, "We learned a lot from his coach and teammates". We are all proud of the J.V. team!

Junior Varsity Coach Dave Sarkett has given his team a winning personality.

Freshman Ryan Parks is ready for some action at shortstop.

Freshman pitcher David Defour and third baseman Mike Moyer ask freshman Ed Bartrum what play is on.

Freshman Jared Perkins slides safely into third base. Coach Sarkett observes.
The catcher Andrea Kuzich about to catch the ball as the umpire decides what call to make. Is it a strike or a ball?

The catcher Andrea Kuzich about to catch the ball as the umpire decides what call to make. Is it a strike or a ball?

This year’s Junior Varsity softball team has done what was expected of them and even more. Many freshmen on the team have little or no experience, but that doesn’t show in the team’s record. They had seven returning players which also helped. These girls work very hard every time they’re on or off the softball field. Next year the team will lose some players so the team will need to keep working hard.

Jodi Cox waits on base for Sheila Witten to bring the ball in from the outfield.

"Foul Ball," De-D. Evrard up to bat, bunts the ball high into the air.

Suzy Allen almost at the end of a pitch concentrates hard to throw strikes.

by Janice Murnighan

This year’s Junior Varsity softball team has done what was expected of them and even more. Many freshmen on the team have little or no experience, but that doesn’t show in the team’s record. They had seven returning players which also helped. These girls work very hard every time they’re on or off the softball field. Next year the team will lose some players so the team will need to keep working hard.
Senior Amy Barbee takes a good step as she begins to pitch with a determined look on her face. She is one of the pitchers and also plays outfield.

With a good arm, Senior Tracy Witten is getting ready to throw the girl out at first base.
The 1993 season for Varsity softball didn’t start off to a good one, but no one ever gave up. Everyone on the team tried their hardest to field and throw the ball correctly and while up to bat get a good hit, even though there were many errors which made it harder for these girls to win. Everyone knows that if they had less errors they would have a better chance of winning more games.

There are only four returning players from last year’s team and they only had a little experience playing against other varsity leagues. All the other players are only used to playing against the J.V. level. Even though there were many difficulties this team never give in. In each game the girls improved their performance.

The weather hasn’t helped much; before the first game the players only had practiced outside on the field for only three days, which really put a damper on things. On the bright side the team was enthusiastic and always looking for fun. Tammy Mellinger, the first baseman said “There is still need for improvement, but we always try our hardest.”

Senior Janice Murnighan also commented that "...this year’s team worked hard and had a lot of fun that I will miss next year."

Mr. Mulka was the girls softball coach and a very dedicated one at that. He was always understanding. Next year’s team will need a lot of hard work and concentration to be able to play hard.
Lincoln Di
Men's Track

On your mark, get set- Go

Eric sprints to victory

Glenn real personality comes out!!!
Peds Go The stance
Reels In Success

Awaiting the victory

Robert jumps over the bar with no problem.

Brian Gentz on the turn to hand off in the relay

Beauty comes with power and precision in this great runner.

Calm and casual is Kandy Styrk, as usual.
Cassie Richardson is always ahead of the competition.

"Let's move it," says Ranita McGregor.

Justina Phillips is in one of her many determined runs.

It's a bird! It's a plane! No. it's Justina Phillips as she clears the first hurdle with no problem.

Kelly Cooper and Barb Karenko shoot the breeze.

LOOK OUT! Kathy Taft can make the discuss fly like a UFO!

Donna Jones is on the run again.
Autographs and Stuff

With a very special thank-you to the 1994 Yearbook class for the completion of this book!
"I Will Remember You," was this year’s prom theme, a song by Amy Grant. It was a chilly night, April 24th, and one not to be soon forgotten. As the seniors get ready to graduate and say good-bye there will be many tear-stained eyes and sad hearts. However, the future holds much promise of a new beginning down life’s long path.
(top left) Senior John Burnison shares a romantic moment with his date. (above) Don't these two look happy? Senior Jennifer Glenn is content in the arms of her escort. (bottom left) What's the matter with Junior Jason Williams; camera shy? Junior Donnelle Evanski's certainly not? (below) What's the plan, ladies? Senior Stephanie Kittle and Juniors Nikki Lucas and Shari Howard look like they're up to something.
CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS
BEST WISHES!

focal point

Studio of Photography
Farmington 478-1113
Canton 459-8800
Golf Course
5820 Stony Creek Road • Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
313-481-0500

Raymond Schultz
10090 Martz Road
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
313/483-1370

Strawberries

Video Depot
51255 Willis Rd.
(313) 461-9510

Mon-Thurs 12-8 PM
Fri-Sat 12-10 PM
Sun 12-8 PM
Closed Monday

Manpower is the only temporary help service
named to Fortune magazine's
"100 best products
and services" list.

"Best burgers west of Detroit"
Detroit Monthly Magazine

Lunch & Dinner
Mon-Wed 11am-1am
Thur-Sat 11am-2am
Sunday noon-11pm
Kitchen closes
Mon-Sat Midnight
Sun 11 pm

Drink specials
New Outdoor Cafe
 Carry-out Available

Sidetrack
Bar & Grill

in Ypsilanti's Historic Depot Town
56 East Cross
Ypsilanti
483-1035

The First On
down

U.S. Male & Female
Styling Salon
Haircare Experts

Phone: 461-1080

Sunday 12-5
Mon-Tues 9-6
Wed-Thurs 9-8
Friday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

Yogie's
Video & Yogurt

3330 S. Grove
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
(313) 487-8410

Class of '93

B.J. Graphics
Graphic Design Services • (313) 482-8884
THE LITTLE STORE
309 Dexter Street
Milan, Michigan 48160

LOTTERY HOTLINE NUMBER 439-7914

150 Years of Preaching the Word of God (1832-1982)
"For the joy of the Lord is your strength" - Nehemiah 8:10

YORK BAPTIST CHURCH
11220 STONY CREEK RD. - BOX 196
MILAN, MICHIGAN 48160
(313) 439-7440

REV. DAVID J. GRINNELL
PASTOR
631 Lee St., Milan, MI 48160
PHONE: 313/439-1759

SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:45 AM
WORSHIP 11:00 AM
EVENING PRAISE 6:00 PM
WED. PRAYER 7:00 PM

TV-Video-Stereo-CB
Sales-Service

DUNN-WELL ELECTRONICS
900 Carpenter / Dexter Road
Milan, Michigan 48160

JAMES A. DUNN Owners
CHERYL L. DUNN
(313) 439-7985

Radio Shack
Dealer
For All Your Electronic Needs

CONGRATULATIONS!
TO THE CLASS OF 1993!
Reach for the stars and follow your dreams!
The future is in the palm of your hand and
the in the spark of your eye!

The Lincoln Athletic Boosters wish you
all the success that the future holds.

WHOLESALE Retail

EVANSKI'S GREENHOUSES
BEDDING PLANTS
FLOWERS - VEGETABLES
HANGING BASKETS

28715 SHERWOOD RD.
BELLEVILLE, MICH. 48111
OPEN 7 DAYS
TELEPHONE 313 587-3646

M - F 9 - 8
Sat. 9 - 6

L & C Haircare

HANSEN'S STANDARD PRINTING
Copies
Fax Service
Newsletters
Flyers
Resumes
Invitations
Business Cards

35 E. Cross St. • Ypsilanti, Michigan 48198
(313) 483-0339 • FAX: (313) 483-3130
Life is a Song.
You are the Composer!!

1993 Seniors are The Best!!!

Thanks for the Memories and Good Luck!!
Congratulations from the Choir Boosters.

DAMAGE FREE TOWING

GARY SOBBRY TOWING
482-6633
221 N. LINCOLN
YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN

VISA
MASTERCHARGE

GABLE CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
528 N. Hewitt • P.O. Box 648 • Ypsilanti, MI, 48197
313-434-1550
Harold L. Gable II, DC
Straight Chiropractor

An Optimal Spine
For An Optimal You

NEW & USED TRAILERS

ROYAL TRUCK & TRAILER SALES & SERVICE, INC.

CARL BUMGARDNER
VICE PRESIDENT

2506 FERNEY
DEARBORN, MI 48120

PHONE: (313) 849-4044
FAX: (313) 849-4045

WILLIS & BUNTON
GENERAL REPAIR
HOURS 6am - 10pm 461-9444
AFTER HOUR WRECKER SERVICE 461-6368

CHUCK & ED BROWN
Owners
10004 WILLIS ROAD
WILLIS, MICHIGAN 48191

Mark Nielsen
9910 Geraldine Street Box 393
Ypsilanti Township, MI 48197
Phone 481-1152

LAKEVIEW
MOBILE HOME PARK

Augusta Pines Golf Center

ph 485-PUTT
Driving Range
Golf Lessons
Precision Club Fitting
Miniature Golf

Woody Erickson
PGA Professional

MON.-FRI. 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
SAT. 10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Sport Closet
886 ECORSE
YPSILANTI, MI 48198
(313) 483-2880

SILKSCREENING • EMBROIDERING • MONOGRAMMING
Here are a few of the services we can offer while your car is in.

- Front End Parts and Visual Alignment Check: $10.00
- Front End Alignment Starting at: 34.95
- Wheel Balance and Rotation: 20.00
- Tire Mounting and Balance (each): 12.00
- Suspension Parts Replacement:
- Buff Polish and Wax Starting at: 125.00
- Touch Ups: Ask For Quote
- Shampoo and Clean Interiors: 35.00
- Pin Stripe Taped: 35.00
- Pin Stripe Painted Starting at: 99.00

Congratulations to the Class of 1993
Good luck in all you do
From your friends at KFC
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF "1993"

NEWHOUSE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, INC.
10 N. Park Street
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48198

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 30 YEARS
NEW, USED, REBUILT

* Large selection of mechanical parts for most makes & models

* Various brand names of new parts

owned & operated by Lincoln alumni

WE WORK HARDER TO SERVE YOU BETTER

Call 485-2727
or 461-9400

Mon-Fri 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.